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Practical Insight into Cmmi (Artech House Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This book provides the reader with an insight into which an activities an
organization would be engaged and what the role of each level of management
and the practitioners would be if their systems and software engineering
processes were based onCMM®IntegrationSM. It captures the essence
of each of the process areas by...
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MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-315): Developing and Implementing Web Applications with Visual C# and Visual Studio.NETQue, 2002
The authoritative solution to passing the 70-315 exam! * Amit Kalani is a leading authority on C#. * Training Guides are the most effective self-study guide in the marketplace, featuring exam tips, study strategies, review exercises, case studies, practice exams, ExamGear testing software, and more. * Subjected to rigorous technical review by a...
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Modern Operating SystemsPrentice Hall, 1992
For software development professionals and computer science students, Modern Operating Systems gives a solid conceptual overview of operating system design, including detailed case studies of Unix/Linux and Windows 2000.
   What makes an operating system modern? According to author Andrew Tanenbaum, it is the awareness of high-demand...
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NHibernate in ActionManning Publications, 2008
In the classic style of Manning's "In Action" series, NHibernate in Action shows  .NET developers how to use the NHibernate Object/Relational Mapping tool.  This book is a translation from Java to .NET, as well as an expansion, of  Manning's bestselling Hibernate in Action. All traces of Java have been carefully  replaced by their .NET...
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Physics for Game Developers: Science, math, and code for realistic effectsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you want to enrich your game’s experience with physics-based realism, the expanded edition of this classic book details physics principles applicable to game development. You’ll learn about collisions, explosions, sound, projectiles, and other effects used in games on Wii, PlayStation, Xbox, smartphones, and tablets....
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Migrating to Swift from AndroidApress, 2014

	In 2000, I started my first PalmOS mobile app for an inventory-tracking project. The initial project was a full-staffed team effort that consisted of mobile developers, SAP consultants, supply-chain subject matter experts, middleware developers, QA testers, architects, business sponsors, and so forth. JavaME came up strong in 2002, followed...
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The Accidental Leader: What to Do When You're Suddenly in ChargeJossey-Bass, 2003
The Book You Need When You Are Unexpectedly Put in Charge
It could happen today. You are called into the office, and the boss tells you that due to unforeseen circumstances, starting today you will be in charge of a team, a project, an office, a committee, or a business unit. Without any warning (or preparation on your part) you’ve become...
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Open Source Development with CVSParaglyph, 2003
The need for a modern source-code management strategy in the distributed open-source community is paramount. The benevolent dictatorship model of open-source maintainers is only quasi-stable, but it is far better than the other extreme: the chaos of democratic code development.
 The best available compromise is the concurrent versioning system...
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Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative ToolsWordware Publishing, 2007
Virtual collaborative team environments face unique challenges because their communication is not face-to-face. Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative Tools provides practical advice for managers of distributed teams who must design the internal systems and meet deadlines with a diverse team, and for...
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Foundation Flash Cartoon AnimationFriends of Ed, 2007
Whether you are an experienced Flash designer or developer looking for a guide to doing animation in Flash, or a novice to Flash who is looking for an effective way to create and distribute animations, this book will prove invaluable to you.  Covering every aspect of Flash animation, the book is a fast-paced yet thorough review of the Flash...
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Windows Media 9 Series by ExampleCMP Books, 2003
Videographers can harness the potential that WM9 offers to deliver high-quality video and multimedia via DVD and over the Internet. Illustrated examples and tutorials demonstrate the basic functionality of WM9 as well as the options available to advanced users who wish to design new applications with the software development kit. Professional...
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Dynamic Learning Dreamweaver CS3O'Reilly, 2007
Dynamic Learning: Dreamweaver CS3 is like having access to a top-notch team of your very own instructors. Written by product experts and trainers who have produced many of Adobe's training titles,  the book takes you step-by-step through the process of learning to use Dreamweaver X like a pro. 
  
  This full-color book is...
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